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What is an OHDL?
●

Off-highway driver’s licenses were designed for off road-system communities
without DMVs to be able to get driver’s licenses through the mail.

●

Since before 1984, operating in 294 off-highway communities.

●

No road test — just written test — required.

●

Only valid in off-highway communities.

●

Exempt from registration and insurance.
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Why do we care?
In 2012, our constituents from Angoon got in touch.
People from Angoon, Kake, and Hoonah were recently denied eligibility for
off-highway licenses after decades of enjoying eligibility.
This prompted us to learn more.

They were confused and frustrated.
Regarding off-highway licenses: I applied for one when I was
visiting my daughter in Wrangell last year, and they would not
issue one because they said we are no longer off-road.
- Georgina Davis-Gastelum, Angoon

The DMV will not give "off system" licenses anymore and says that Kake
drivers need at least a class D license. Which is fine, but if they are going to do
that to people here then they should find a way to offer a road test in Kake so
they don't have to travel to do it or at least do extra road tests at the dmv in
Juneau that accommodate people who have to come in from out of town.

I have had my off system license for years, then they took it away. I
am needing my off system license for getting to and from work. I
"DO NOT" drive in any cities. Getting off system back in places like
Hoonah would be beneficial to people like me who only drives in
own community.

Many people cannot afford to travel to Juneau ($340 by plane or $132 + meals
and longer time off by ferry), pay for a hotel ($$$), pay for meals, pay for their
dmv fees, & take work off (because they don't offer road tests on the
weekends), just for a license to drive in a town that has a speed limit of 30 mph
at the highest. Please help!
-Rissa Jackson, Kake

Or if we are city status as they claim, then spend thousands bringing
DMV office and employees to Hoonah. Off system is a better option
though.
Especially for us that chose not to drive in cities and very much need
it for work. As with my job, getting up at 4 am and walking to work
during spring/summer is not an option with bears. And other job I
held I worked till 11pm and walking home at night once again is not
an option.
A cab would be only other option. I can't afford $5 a night. Be looking
at a few hundred a month for cabs — when I already have a truck
paid off and insured, that I can no longer drive.
- Anjeanette Larsen, Hoonah

You have to take the Driver’s Test (in Juneau). For the kids outside of Juneau to
practice driving in Juneau to take test, it's pretty hard. Than you take the test,
hope you pass or wait a year for a new permit...
The ferries really don't work well for going over and taking a test and then
coming back the same day. The dmv will tell you yes you can use a rental, or no
you can't use a rental. All depending on who you talk to (I don't think they even
know)...coming from Hoonah, getting in a car you’re not familiar with -- than
take a test in Juneau.
It's crazy stupid! It just puts the kids in the village a step behind the rest... Go
through all that just to drive in Hoonah.
-Michelle Anderson, Hoonah

Regulatory History!
1984-2006: From 1984 until 2006, there were no explicit provisions in the Administrative Code providing for
off-highway driver’s licenses. The old regulations relating to classes of licenses (13 AAC 08.150) were replaced and
moved to Title 2 in 2006. As best we can tell, DMV used common sense to deem eligibility for off-highway driver’s
licenses.
2006-2011: After two decades of informally administering OHDLs, DMV drafted regulations, as part of a Palin-era
push to formalize regulations of all kinds. The new OHDL eligibility regs listed two criteria communities needed to
qualify for OHDLs: (1) not connected to the road system, and (2) without access to a DMV office offering road testing
(2 AAC 90.220(b)).
2011-2014: The regulatory language changes again! The new regs restrict OHDL eligibility only to communities not
connected to the “land-connected state highway system” and with no access to a DMV office offering road testing. The
DMV interpreted a ferry as counting as “access.”

Considering that a trip to Juneau from Angoon typically involves an overnight stay,
Rep. Kreiss-Tomkins questioned the liberal interpretation of “access” and engaged DMV on the interpretation.

So then….

JKT office gets in touch with the DMV.
The former DMV director notes that because Angoon and Hoonah people can hop on a ferry (even if the ferry takes 12 hours)
to Juneau, Angoon and Hoonah residents do have "access" to a DMV office.
Rep. JKT points out that these regulations are being applied inconsistently. Many communities on the AMHS system are still
eligible for OHDLs (Old Harbor, Cold Bay, Sandy Point) — but not Angoon, Hoonah, and Kake.
In September of 2014, DMV proposes new regulations that directly correspond to Rep. JKT’s question.
2014: DMV promulgates new regulations (replacing the 2011 regulations), which borrow criteria from vehicle registration
exemption statutes. The new 2014 regs add a requirement that a community not have an average daily traffic count over
499.
This creates a new “hard” criterion definitively excluding Angoon, Kake, and Hoonah from OHDL eligibility. Angoon, Kake,
and Hoonah happen to be three of the very few off-highway communities in Alaska for which DMV says they have traffic data.
DMV says that they do not have traffic data for other OHDL communities, including (for instance) Sand Point, which has a
population twice that of Angoon’s.

Hello, HB 82.
Clarifies OHDL community eligibility so that
eligibility criteria are aligned with the intent of OHDLs.
●

Traffic count is a highly arbitrary metric. In 2013, Angoon had a traffic count of 915: not eligible for OHDLs. In 2015,
Angoon’s highest traffic count was 433 — suddenly, it’s eligible! But for Angoon, there’s no difference: whether their
traffic count is above or below 499, they still can’t get a driver’s license unless they take the ferry to Juneau. In small,
limited-road communities, it shouldn’t be a surprise that everyone drives on the same one or two main roads over
and over. Your ability to get a driver’s license shouldn’t be staked on whether or not a traffic count was measured on
a busy day in town.

●

There’s no systematic way for DOT to share traffic count data with DMV. Removing traffic count from the equation
allows DMV to go back to using common sense metrics to determine whether a community is off-highway, and saves
DMV the administrative hassle of having redetermine whether each community is eligibility each year.

●

If it’s made prohibitively difficult for people in rural communities to get driver’s licenses, they will (and do) drive
illegally.

What should matter?
Is your community off the road system?
Do you not have a DMV?
Then you should qualify for off-highway driver’s licenses.
That’s what our bill does.
It’s simple. And it’s the way it effectively worked
(and worked well) for more than two decades.
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Metrics
●

Currently Eligible
Communities:
Sand Point

976

415

168

95

9.70%

Hooper Bay

1093

132

15

6

0.55%

Gustavus

442

479

489

13

2.94%

Togiak

817

207

46

10

1.22%

Unalakleet

689

386

133

33

4.79%

King Cove

938

333

113

93

9.91%

Metlakatla

1375

124

9.01%

*applied
avg of
OHDLs

Newly Eligible
Communities:
Hoonah

760

565

644

41

Kake

557

289

210

31

Angoon

459

219

143

25

Seldovia

255

418

715

14

Hyder

87

74

122

5

●

●
Average:
5.45%

●

Traffic count does not
provide any
information about
whether a community is
off-highway.
There are significantly
larger communities
which are OHDL
eligible.
Only a small proportion
of an eligible population
typically gets an OHDL.
There are communities
with ferry access
currently eligible.

OHDL Eligible
Towns with
Ferry Access
Metlakatla
Sand Point
Akutan
King Cove
Port Lions
Tatitlek
Cold Bay
Chignik
Alatna
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●

●
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●
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●
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